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hanically driven spin-crossover
molecular switch via organic embedding†

Sumanta Bhandary, *a Jan M. Tomczak b and Angelo Valli c

Among spin-crossover complexes, Fe–porphyrin (FeP) stands out for molecular spintronic applications: an

intricate, yet favourable balance between ligand fields, charge transfer, and the Coulomb interaction makes

FeP highly manipulable, while its planar structure facilitates device integration. Here, we theoretically design

a mechanical spin-switch device in which external strain triggers the intrinsic magneto-structural coupling

of FeP through a purely organic embedding. Exploiting the chemical compatibility and stretchability of

graphene nanoribbon electrodes, we overcome common reliability and reproducibility issues of

conventional inorganic setups. The competition between the Coulomb interaction and distortion-

induced changes in ligand fields requires methodologies beyond the state-of-the-art: combining density

functional theory with many-body techniques, we demonstrate experimentally feasible tensile strain to

trigger a low-spin (S ¼ 1) to high-spin (S ¼ 2) crossover. Concomitantly, the current through the device

toggles by over an order of magnitude, adding a fully planar mechanical current-switch unit to the

panoply of molecular spintronics.
The idea of utilising the electrons' spin for information-
processing in molecular-scale devices is the foundation for
the emerging eld of molecular spintronics.1–4 Elementary
molecular devices, including spin-switches,5–7 spin transis-
tors,8–11 or spin-valves,12 exploit reversible control over magnetic
states via spin-crossover, magnetic coupling, Kondo resonance,
or magnetic anisotropy mechanisms. Among these, the molec-
ular spin-crossover (SCO) is the most robust and versatile
mechanism: it can be triggered upon contact with surfaces,13–15

through external stimuli, e.g., voltage13,16 or strain,17 and,
importantly, it can operate reliably also at ambient conditions.18

In standard experimental setups, a functional molecule is
contacted between metallic electrodes (typically Au). However,
the resulting properties strongly depend on the local atomic
conguration of the junction, which is extremely difficult to
control. Moreover, high atomic mobility and strong metal-
molecule coupling oen destroy intrinsic properties of the
embedded molecule,16,19 rendering its functionality unexploit-
able. To date, ensuring reliability and reproducibility remains
a key challenge for device fabrication. A promising route to
overcome the above issues is to integrate the magnetic molecule
into a more compatible organic environment. In fact, carbon-
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based architectures have recently been demonstrated to yield
highly mechanically stable and atomically precise molecular
junctions,20–24 while at the same time preserving the intrinsic
magnetic properties of the contacted molecule. Therefore it is
timely to conceptualize functional molecular devices with
organic embedding.

Here, we explore the theoretical design of a mechanically-
driven SCO device, that consists of a magnetic iron–porphyrin
(FeP) molecule covalently bonded to graphene nanoribbon
(GNR) electrodes. We identify a strategy to reversibly manipu-
late the molecular spin state by applying uniaxial strain.
Exploiting the stretchability of the GNRs, we can directly engage
the Fe–N coupling that controls the competition between
ligand-elds and the Coulomb interaction, at the heart of the
SCO mechanism.
1 The proposed device

In Fig. 1, we present the device set-up where an FeP molecule is
chemically anchored to semi-innite zigzag-edge graphene
nano-ribbon (zGNR) electrodes. The dangling bonds of the edge
C atoms of the zGNRs are passivated with H atoms for an
enhanced stability and, at the same time, preserving the sp2

planar structure.25 The FeP molecule is connected to the elec-
trodes by replacing two H atoms of the pyrrole moiety and two H
atoms on the middle of the armchair facet of the GNR with
direct C–C bonds, creating a side-sharing hexagon–pentagon
interface.

We exploit the magneto-structural relationship of the
encapsulated FeP molecule26–29 as the basis for the device
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Unit cell of the molecular device, in which zGNRs are chemi-
cally bonded to the FeP bridge. The spin state of the Fe atom is
reversibly controlled by strain applied along the x-direction (grey
arrows).
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functionality. FeP has been demonstrated to realize a spin-
crossover (SCO) under various conditions, e.g., through
surface adsorption,29–32 in molecular assembly,33 or in single-
molecule junctions by approaching an STM tip,34,35 all of
which create internal strains in the embedded molecule.
However, depending on the surface topology and surface–
molecule interactions, outer ligand groups, metal atom coor-
dination and oxidation state, and the nature of external stimuli,
the type of magnetic transition, i.e., low-spin (LS) to high-spin
(HS) or vice versa, as well as the amount of required strain,
vary substantially, oen diminishing the propensity for
a SCO.23,36

In fact, the spin-state of the central Fe atom is the result of
a delicate interplay of structural distortions in the porphyrin
molecule and the Coulomb interaction. We manipulate this
balance by mechanical strain, as indicated in Fig. 1, with the
objective of inducing a spin-crossover. To effectively include the
feedback of a SCO on the atomic structure, we relax the device
by taking into account the Coulomb interaction within a static
mean-eld approximation (DFT + U). With the obtained struc-
tures we then go beyond this approximation and include
dynamical many-body effects within the Fe-3d multiplet in
order to obtain a better description of the electronic and
transport properties across the SCO. For technical details, see
the ESI.†

Upon atomic relaxation, the free-standing device undergoes
a slight out-of-plane buckling due to an internal stress, caused
by the mismatch in C–C bond-length at the interface between
the hexagon of the zGNR and the C4N pentagon of the porphyrin
ring. Also, the coordination of the central Fe atom becomes
asymmetrical and consequently, the D4h symmetry of the FeN4

core (present in a free molecule) is lied, as the Fe–N bonds
along (perpendicular to) the zGNR coordination direction are
elongated (shortened) to [Fe–N]x ¼ 2.03 �A ([Fe–N]y ¼ 1.99 �A).

The uniaxial strain applied to the device is quantied by the
relative change in the unit-cell size along the x-direction. The
covalent nature of the molecule-zGNR bonds and the high
stretchability of zGNRs37 allow a sizeable expansion of the
device. A 1% strain is sufficient to release the internal stress
caused by the bonding between FeP and the zGNR electrodes
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and restore planarity, which is retained for higher strains. In
Fig. 2(a) we show how the molecule-zGNR contacts and the
molecule itself change due to the applied strain, by comparing
structures without and with (5%) strain. Strain stretches the
C–C bonds at the contacts as well as the longitudinal Fe–N
bonds of FeP, which are identied as the soest in the system,
by far. As expected, the changes in the Fe–N bond-length is
direction-dependent and the [Fe–N]x distances expand while the
[Fe–N]y distances shrink, see Fig. 2(b) and (c), further enhancing
the asymmetry of the active molecule. Between 2% and 2.5%
strain, the evolution of interatomic distances is discontinuous
as the FeN4 core suddenly expands in both x- and y-direction.
This phenomenon is, as we shall see, the structural signature of
the system switching from a LS (S ¼ 1) to a HS (S ¼ 2) ground-
state.
2 Spin state switching

We now take the perspective of the central Fe-ion, as it carries
the magnetic degrees of freedom responsible for the device
functionality. More specically, we quantify how the above
structural changes modify the Fe-ligand coupling, by consid-
ering the dynamical hybridization function38–40

D‘‘
0 ðuÞ ¼

X
n

V‘nV
*

n‘
0

u� 3bn þ ıd
(1)

where ‘ ¼ fdxy;dyz;dz2 ;dxz;dx2�y2g denote the Fe-3d orbitals,
3bn the energies of the molecular orbitals of the ligands, which
include both the porphyrin ring and the zGNR leads, and V‘n

their coupling. The diagonal component D‘‘ðuÞ with ‘ ¼ dx2�y2

is the strongest due to the large axial overlap between dx2�y2 and
N-2p orbitals. The second strongest contribution comes from
the dyz orbital, whereas the dxz one is suppressed by the elon-
gation of the [Fe–N]x distance and together with all other
diagonal and off-diagonal components, are already insigni-
cant for the description of the SCO (see Fig. S1 and the corre-
sponding discussion in the ESI†). In the following we focus on
the dx2�y2 component of D(u), which is displayed in Fig. 2(d) and
denoted as Ddx2�y2

. At 0% strain, JDdx2�y2
is characterized by

a broad resonance around u � �2.0 eV. As a function of strain,
it shis towards higher binding energy and its height decreases,
a hallmark of the weakening metal–ligand coupling. A sudden
drop between 2% and 2.5% strain reects again the structural
discontinuity connected with the SCO.

In order to reveal the connection between structural and
magnetic changes under strain, we now take into account many-
body effects in the Fe-3d multiplet embedded into its
surrounding via the hybridization function, eqn (1). The latter is
restricted to the dominant dx2�y2 and dyz channels which are
treated as bath degrees of freedom. We then solve the ensuing
realistic Anderson impurity model that incorporates the full
Coulomb tensor41 with an exact diagonalization (ED) technique
(for details, see the ESI†).

In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of the electronic properties
under strain. In Fig. 3(a), the spin-transition energy DE ¼ ELS �
EHS, i.e., the energy difference between the lowest-lying many-
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4990–4995 | 4991



Fig. 2 Effects of strain on the structure of the device and the Fe hybridization. (a) Atomic positions for 0% (light) and 5% (dark) strain. The changes
in Fe–N bond lengths along the in-plane directions, Dx ¼ 0.36�A and Dy ¼ �0.06�A, are highlighted. (b) Asymmetric expansion of the FeN4 core;
arrows denote the changes with respect to the 0% strain bond-length. (c) Fe–N bonds along the x- and y-direction. (d) Imaginary part of the
dynamical hybridization function D(u) of the Fe-dx2�y2 orbital for different strains, with a broadening d ¼ 0.1 eV.

Fig. 3 Spin-state switching of FeP in a device. (a) Spin-transition
energy. (b) Time-snapshot of the many-body ground state configu-
rations projected onto the Fe-3d and ligand orbitals. (c) Total spin S,
and (d) average occupations of the dx2�y2 and dxy orbitals, as a function
of strain. (e) Molecular level-diagrams showing the mechanism of the
strain-induced spin-transition.
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body states in the LS and HS sectors, displays a discontinuity as
a function of mechanical strain. We identify the system to
undergo a transition from a LS to a HS state (sign change in DE)
4992 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 4990–4995
at the same critical strain (2–2.5%) for which DFT + U accounted
for the structural transition. The corresponding electronic
congurations are schematically shown in Fig. 3(b) in the basis
of the Fe-3d and the two ligand orbitals. The LS and HS states
differ for the occupation of the dxy and dx2�y2 orbitals, and the
alignment of spins on different orbitals follows the Hund's rule.
The above scenario is conrmed by the discontinuous evolution
with strain of the total spin S projected onto the Fe-3d,
computed from the operator hS2i ¼ S(S + 1). We nd SLS � 1.2
(strain #2%) and SHS � 1.9 (strain >2%). Note that the Fe atom
is in a paramagnetic state, i.e., hSzi ¼ 0. The spin conguration
displayed in Fig. 3(b) therefore corresponds to a snapshot in
time, as the local moments uctuate freely—subject only to the
constraint of the spin-state S. Concomitant with the spin
crossover, the orbital occupation hn‘i shows a charge transfer
from the dxy to the dx2�y2 orbital. The slight deviation from
a pure SLS ¼ 1 and SHS ¼ 2 can be mainly attributed to the
projection on to the Fe-3d orbitals, as explained previously.42

The expectation values of the observables are obtained as
a quantum mechanical and thermal average from many-body
calculations at T ¼ 300 K, indicating that the SCO survives up
to room temperature. The mechanism underlying the SCO is
represented schematically by the level diagram in Fig. 3(e),
obtained through a static Hartree-like approximation of the
many-body simulation (see ESI† for details). The resulting
diagram can be understood in terms of the competition
between the Coulomb interaction and the ligand eld: both in
the gas phase and in the device at 0% strain, the anti-bonding
orbital with predominant dx2�y2 character lies far above the
Fermi level, unoccupied, due to the strong hybridization to the
ligands. As the Fe–N bonds soen along the strain direction, the
splitting between bonding and anti-bonding orbitals is strongly
reduced. At a critical strain, it becomes energetically favorable
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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to promote an electron from the doubly-occupied dxy to the anti-
bonding dx2�y2 orbital, in order to evade the intra-orbital
Coulomb repulsion. At the same time, the Hund's exchange
couplings within the Fe-3d multiplet suppress inter-orbital
ð‘s‘

0 Þ double occupations with opposite spins
hn‘[n‘0Yi � hn‘sn‘0si thus stabilizing a HS conguration.41

One can estimate the Coulomb contribution to the spin-
transition energy between the electronic congurations in
Fig. 3(b). Within a density–density approximation of the
Coulomb tensor (see ESI† for an extended discussion) DCoulomb

¼ 2J1 + 3J3. The system gains energy in the HS state associated
with two exchange interaction parameters: J1, that couples both
the dxy and dx2�y2 to the dxz and dyz orbitals, and J3, that couples
the dxy and dx2�y2 orbitals. We nd DCoulomb z 2.83 eV to be of
the same order of magnitude as the ligand eld between the dxz
and dx2�y2 orbitals. The competition between these two energy
scales, which in the full calculation is represented by DE in
Fig. 3(a), is the root cause of the SCO in FeP.
3 Electron transport

The change of the spin state across the SCO has practical
implications, as it drastically changes the charge transport
properties through the device. In order to demonstrate that, we
Fig. 4 (a) Transmission function in the LS and HS state and (b) evolution o
the LS and HS state, demonstrating the ON/OFF ratio IHS/ILS > 10. (d) Tr
from dx2�y2 and dz2 orbitals (color lines), which dominate the charge tran
spectral weight associated to the SCO. (e) Evolution of the transmission at
and dz2 orbital character in the LS and HS state (color) while all other or

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
map the device onto an effective quantum-dot model. We
calculate the Landauer transmission function

T(u)¼Tr[GL(u)G†(u)GR(u)G(u)], (2)

that describes the probability of an electron to be transferred
coherently through the Fe atom. Here G(u) denotes the Green's
function of the Fe-3d multiplet, which includes the many-body
effects stemming from the Coulomb interactions43–47 while the
matrix Ga(u) ¼ ı[Sa(u) � S†a(u)], describes the coupling to the
rest of the device, when the hybridization function is separated
into components to the le (L) and the right (R) of the Fe atom
as D(u) ¼ SL(u) + SR(u) (for details and the applicability of the
quantum-dot model, see the ESI†).

The simulated transmission function T(u) in the LS and HS
state is shown in Fig. 4(a) for strains across the SCO, while
Fig. 4(b) shows its behavior at low-energy for all strain values. At
the Fermi level we identify a signicant enhancement of the
conductance from about 2 � 10�4G0 at 2% strain to values
>10�3G0 at 2.5% strain, where G0 ¼ e2/h is the conductance
quantum. This jump is mirrored by an increase in the electric
current (per spin) evaluated as

I ¼ e

h

ðN
�N

duTðuÞ½fLðuÞ � fRðuÞ�; (3)
f the transmission close to EF across the SCO. (c) I–V characteristics in
ansmission function (black lines) and its orbital-resolved contributions
sport close to EF. The arrows highlight the redistribution of electronic
the Fermi level as a function of strain. The pie charts highlight the dx2�y2

bitals are displayed in gray.
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where e is the electron charge, h is the Planck constant, and
fL/R(u) ¼ f(u � mL/R) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function of
the leads symmetrically displaced by the bias voltage mL � mR ¼
Vb. The junction displays an approximatively linear transport
characteristics and a large ON/OFF ratio IHS/ILS > 10, which is
remarkably independent on the external bias voltage, as shown
in Fig. 4(c). An orbital dependent analysis of the transmission
function, reported in Fig. 4(d) and (e) allows us to unambigu-
ously trace back the changes in the transport properties to the
SCO. In the LS state, the orbital character of the transmission
function is prevalently dz2, with about 30% admixture of dx2�y2

character. In the HS state, the nonbonding dz2 orbital shis to
lower energy and the transmission function is instead domi-
nated by a narrow resonance with dx2�y2 orbital character just
below the Fermi level, which appears as a consequence of the
partial occupation of the corresponding Fe orbital. As a result,
the transmission function at the Fermi level displays a sharp
increase as a function of strain at the SCO. Hence, the transport
properties allow to discriminate between the two spin states.
Similar behavior is observed for switches based on photo-
induced molecular isomerization, where the change in the
transport properties are ascribed to changes in the chemical
conguration.48
4 Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated the potential of a molecular
spin-switch device, where a mechanically driven spin-crossover
results in a bias-independent enhancement of the current
through the device by one order of magnitude. This is revealed
by realistic simulations that include many-body effects without
breaking the spin symmetry of the Fe core. The key advantage of
the proposed design is the organic anchoring of the active FeP
molecule. The strong covalent bonding to the zGNR electrodes
assures a high reliability and reproducibility. The relatively
smaller contact-resistance is also expected to enable the
proposed device to identify small conductance differences in
electrical measurements. Recent technical breakthroughs, such
as dash-line lithography20 or on-surface-synthesis22,49 make it
possible to anchor molecules with graphene-nano structures
with high atomic-precision. These graphene–molecule–gra-
phene junctions have already shown remarkable functional-
ities, including magnetism,21,23,24,49 or rectifying behaviour,50

and can be engineered to work in reversible mechanical break-
junction setups.51 These early successes strongly suggest that
our proposed device, which couples magnetic and structural
degrees of freedom in a fully planar geometry, is experimentally
realizable, adding a new building block for organic spintronic
devices.
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